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ABSTRACT

This study examines the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects in sub-Saharan
Africa of a set of 28 leading consumer product companies. The focus is on the economic
benefits which the companies can gain from the CSR projects if they are conducted in a
certain manner. A number of potential business benefits resulting from CSR are
introduced, and the idea that CSR is comparable to Research & Development (R&D)
efforts is examined. As a basis for the analysis, a framework provided by Michael Porter
and Mark Kramer is utilized, introducing a set of criteria for CSR which is effective in
the sense that it creates shared value for the company and the society. These criteria are
complemented by contributions from a number of other authors, and then applied to the
companies' reported CSR projects. An index that measures the effectiveness of the CSR
projects is computed, leading to a ranking of these companies by their CSR performance.
The index is used in a variety of comparisons between companies' CSR performance,
economic performance, and R&D spending, and the results are interpreted in regards to
this paper's hypotheses. To illustrate the validity of these results, four companies' CSR
efforts are analyzed in-depth, elaborating on the reasons for the respective index ranking
they received. The study concludes that CSR projects according to Porter and Kramer's
framework are recommendable for companies because they are not a zero-sum game, but,
on the contrary, can generate economic benefits for the companies while helping 'good
causes.'
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Corporate Social Responsibility in Sub-Saharan Africa
- Can Companies Draw Benefits from CSR Projects While
Benefiting the Society?
1 Introduction
Large companies engaging in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been a major
trend in recent years, conducted both in the industrialized world and in developing countries. The
Economist writes "CSR is booming" and that "companies want to tell the world about their"
CSR (Economist, "Just good business"). In 2008, 80% of a group consisting of the Global
Fortune 250 as well as of the 100 largest companies by revenue in 22 countries published reports
on their CSR activities (KF'MG 2, 3). Such companies invest in infrastructure, support or create
projects tackling social, health or ecological issues, and support good governance initiatives, to
name just a few possibilities. But why would companies spend money on anythng else but
improving their economic performance? This paper argues that, in fact, they don't. On the
contrary, CSR is conducted for a variety of business purposes, and with a wide range of
effectiveness, or success, in doing so.
This study develops an article by Michael Porter and Mark Kramer from 2006 into a
framework to examine the circumstances under which engaging in CSR can be economically
beneficial for companies: a smart business move that creates competitive advantage for
companies, and helps society at the same time. I will focus on CSR activities in Sub-Saharan

African countries and will compare some global players' CSR efforts with one another, as well
as with a selection of the companies' business data indicating their performance.
While other studies have more or less unsuccessfully tried to link CSR and business
performance before, this study does not expect CSR, a small building block within a large
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multinational company, to affect the overall bottom line to the extent and with a sudden enough
impact to reveal a correlation. There are multiple internal and external factors influencing a
company's business performance, and this study expects CSR to have a small and gradual
influence on the company's well-being, if at all. Therefore, the study hypothesizes a correlation
between CSR effectiveness and the companies' Research and Development (R&D) efforts, the
latter being considered an indicator of the companies' investment in long-term growth.
In addition, I will discuss some specific CSR projects, their impact on the society in
which they take place, and possible effects on the companies. This study is building on an
unpublished paper by the same author.'
To conduct this analysis, this study examines the sub-Saharan CSR projects of a number
of large corporations according to the CSR reports published by these companies. Based on
Porter and Kramer, and with the addition of contributions from some other authors, a CSR
performance index is developed to map the projects' CSR effectiveness, and the single projects
as well as the companies as a whole are ranked accordingly. The index scores are then compared
to a set of data indicating the companies' business performance in order to measure if CSR
performance and business performance are correlated. Then, the relationship between CSR
performance and R&D efforts is being examined and put in perspective according to this paper's
hypotheses.
The study finds that CSR performance and short-term business performance indicated by
sales growth do not influence each other, while CSR performance and change in stock price,
which values the expected future performance of a company, are slightly positively correlated.

I
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Also, the results indicate that companies that spend a comparatively high percentage of their
revenues on R&D tend to perform better in their CSR than companies who spend less on R&D,
thereby supporting the hypothesis that CSR might have a similar economic effect on a business
as R&D has.
These findings can be useful for a variety of interest groups. Companies can use them to
determine if and how they want to engage in these activities. For governments it will be clearer
how they could attract which kinds of investments from foreign companies, and consumers can
use the information to make-informed choices about the products and services they buy.

2
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2.1 Summary
This section provides an overview over the theoretical background that was utilized for
this study. It elaborates on the terminology used and the concept of conducting CSR either for
free or for a profit of some kind, followed by an introduction of different models and motivations
for CSR that were found in the literature. A discussion of the existence of a business case for
CSR is provided, including a description of changes to companies' operating environments and
stakeholders' expectations that might have changed the need for CSR. Subsequently, possible
benefits from CSR for businesses are presented. In addition, the parallels and differences
between the concepts of CSR and R&D are introduced, as is conducting CSR in sub-Saharan
Africa.
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2.2 Varying definitions
There are a number of different terms used both in academic and general publications that
are generally describing the same or similar phenomena. Among them are 'Corporate Social
Responsibility,' 'Corporate Responsibility,' 'Corporate Citizenship,' 'Global Citizenship,'
'Sustainability,' 'Philanthropy,' and 'Corporate Philanthropy,' just to name a few. I will provide
some definitions found in the literature for the most popular of these terms, and elaborate on the
terminology used for this paper.
The arguably most frequently used term is 'Corporate Social Responsibility,' or 'CSR.'
The European Commission defines it on its website as "A concept whereby companies integrate
social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their
stakeholders on a voluntary basis". Another definition reads: "Corporate social responsibility is
the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable economic development, working with
employees, their families, the local community and society at large to improve their quality of
life" (WBCSD). For this paper, two aspects are of particular importance: Firstly, the fact that
CSR is conducted voluntarily, and secondly, that it takes place in the context of an interaction
between business operations and a variety of stakeholders.
'Sustainability' is mostly understood as an overarching term which includes CSR among
other elements like ethical, responsible, non-exploitive business practices (Weber 2).
'Sustainable development' emphasizes the connection between the concept of sustainability and
economic processes. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development states "We
define sustainable development as forms of progress that meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs" (WBCSD).
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The term 'Philanthropy' is used in various contexts, and can be defined as follows:
"Philanthropy is an idea, event, or action that is done to better humanity and usually involves
some sacrifice as opposed to being done for a profit motive" (Business dictionary). The main
point here is the idea of a sacrifice, no benefit for the giving side is expected. While some
sources reviewed for this paper are in line with this general definition, others elaborate on the
effects of 'Philanthropy' on businesses and debate different possible motivators for
'philanthropic' efforts. In these cases, the terms 'Philanthropy' and 'Corporate Philanthropy'
were considered synonyms for 'Corporate Social Responsibility.'
'Corporate Responsibility' drops the 'social' from 'CSR' which is sometimes claimed as
too narrow, since the different initiatives not only deal with social issues, but also environmental
or political ones, for instance (Economist, "Just good business"). However, a case can be made
that the 'social' refers to a more general understanding of the society as a whole, which includes
environmental and political issues (European Commission).
'Corporate Citizenship' is defined by the Boston College Center for Corporate
Citizenship as follows: "Corporate citizenship is the business strategy that shapes the values
underpinning a company's mission and the choices made each day by its executives, managers
and employees as they engage with society" (BCCCC). Occasionally, the term is also used as
'Good Corporate Citizenship' to emphasize the positively perceived nature of this business
strategy. Since the practical outcome of this kind of business strategy often manifests itself in
initiatives which this paper calls CSR projects, and since a number of authors use the terms
'Corporate Citizenship' and 'Corporate Social Responsibility' interchangeably (Asongu 2;
Economist, "Just good business"), this study will treat them in the same way when applicable,
but for the sake of clarity prefer the term 'CSR.'
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2.3 CSR for free?
Companies are entities with the main or, arguably, even sole purpose of making profits.
Therefore, it would be counterproductive for them if they gave up resources for CSR without
getting any kind of business benefit in return that would make CSR an investment worth the
money. There is a myriad of authors discussing the various possible or proclaimed motivations
for conducting CSR, and, given the for-profit nature of companies, business reasons for CSR
seem like an obvious choice. "Global issues increasingly impact business, not to engage with
them can hurt the bottom line. Because global citizenship is in a corporation's enlightened selfinterest, it is sustainable. Addressing global issues can be good both for the corporation and for
society at a time of increasing globalization and diminishing state influence" (Schwab 1).
Most so-called 'global players' conduct CSR projects, including Pfizer, Nestle, Coca
Cola, Microsoft and Nokia, for instance. Given the amount of assets these companies own, the
funds invested in their respective CSR projects are minute, and as a result, these companies
could, arguably, afford to spend the money simply for 'making the world a better place.' Many
of them showcase their activities in their CSR reports and PR materials as pure philanthropy,
conducted because it is 'the right thing to do,' and without any further calculations in mind.
Others, however, report that their CSR projects are in fact beneficial for the companies' regular
operations, while helping the society at the same time. For instance, Anglo American, a large
mining corporation, says that its yearly $10m spending "on HIV testing and treatment in Africa
is starting to pay for itself through reduced absenteeism and longer lives for skilled workers"
(Economist, "Risk, and managing it").
When considering statements and reports like this one from Anglo American in addition
to the previously mentioned purpose of a company in general, at least the possibility of gaining
6
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business benefits through CSR becomes clear. However, if gaining benefits from CSR is
considered feasible by a company engaging in these kinds of efforts, these are often mainly seen
as offsetting, reducing or preventing negative impacts on their business from various external
and internal influences. Using CSR is considered a tool to even out these influences that are
negative for the business, resulting presumably in a benefit for the society, while not creating an
actual economic plus for the company, but rather leading to a neutral result.
Refemng to the described attitudes towards the use of CSR, Michael Porter and Mark
Krarner go one step further and argue in their article "Strategy and Society - The Link Between
Competitive Advantage and Corporate Social Responsibility" that the motivation for conducting
CSR is often misguided and misunderstood by company executives. They claim that companies
can, in fact, build a competitive advantage in case they select and implement their CSR projects
based on certain principles.

2.4 Different motivations and models for CSR
Academic literature deals with a variety of aspects concerning the motivation to conduct
CSR, and different ways of implementing it. In 2001, Ashman examines ten cases of
collaboration between companies and civil society organizations in developing countries in order
to analyze the benefits of these popular collaborations. The author's result is that for projects in
sectors that are of business interest for the companies, impacts are greater than in sectors in
which the involved companies have little or no economic interest. She acknowledges that both
parties benefit from collaboration, but states that the civil society organizations have to bear the
higher costs. She proposes collaborations in which the civil society organizations are empowered
and the companies have less decision-making power.
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Crarner aims on improving companies' CSR efforts by adjusting these to their particular
supply chain relationships, and offers a step-by-step approach to do so. As motivations for
conducting CSR in the first place he mentions "external pressure from social organizations", the
wish for extended "control over suppliers", as well as "ethical and social motives" (395).
Garvin, McGee, Smoyer-Tomic and Aubynn explore the topic by conducting a case
study, analyzing the impacts on the mining industry in Ghana's Wassa West District by
contrasting the communities' and the companies' perceptions of these impacts. They explain that
mining was regarded as having brought "economic, social, and environmental changes" (1).
While some of these changes were acknowledged as positive by the communities, the companies
did not live up to the communities' expectations concerning the promotion of local development.
The authors explain this with the fact that, due to a persistent inactivity by the government
agencies, the companies were expected to act in a "surrogate governmental capacity" (1).
According to the article, in order to foster community-company relations, managing expectations
is crucial.
As mentioned above, Porter and Kramer establish a set of guidelines on how companies
choose the CSR projects in which they invest in order to extract the highest benefits for all
involved parties. They explain that many companies are pushed into engaging in CSR by the
demands of a variety of stakeholders. Many of these CSR projects then are uncoordinated,
unfocused, and often "neither strategic nor operational but cosmetic: public relations and media
campaigns" (80, 81). Such projects are the main outcome, not benefits for either the society or
both the society and the company. The authors claim that many companies' CSR could be much
more effective if a different approach was used in order to identify the best projects or strategies
for a particular company's CSR efforts.
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They describe the most common perception of CSR as it being a zero-sum game for the
companies, and identify the four most popular justifications given to companies in order to
motivate them to conduct CSR projects: moral obligation, sustainability, license to operate, and
reputation. The authors explain how each of these justifications has practical weaknesses; the
main one being that they regard businesses' and societies' interests as antagonistic, and create
generic CSR,not projects that are in line with the companies' strategies.
The authors propose an approach on the principle of 'shared value' based on their
assumption of a "mutual dependence of corporations and society" (84). This means that, for
effective CSR,both the company and the society should benefit fiom the CSR project. In order
to achieve this, a step-by-step approach to align the interests of business and society is used.
First, the points of intersection between the company's activities regarding its value chain and
the communities need to be identified. Then, acknowledging that no company can address and
solve all issues in a society, problems that "intersect with its particular business" (84) should be
selected. Here the authors introduce a differentiation between three categories of CSR projects.
First, CSR projects can be so-called 'good citizenship' projects and simply tackle generic social
issues. Second, CSR projects can "mitigate harm from value chain activities" (89) or "transform
value chain activities to benefit society while reinforcing strategy" (89). This category is called
'value chain social impacts.' Finally third, CSR projects can be "strategic philanthropy that
leverages capabilities to improve salient areas of competitive context and influencing social
dimensions of competitive context" (89).
The authors suggest that CSR projects should be conducted in the two latter categories
only, because dealing with generic social issues that have no connection with the company's
operations can by definition not benefit the company's business operations. Also the level of
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competence the company can employ in these issues is limited. Porter and Kramer's last step is
creating a corporate social agenda. Here, they distinguish between responsive CSR and strategic
CSR. Responsive CSR either caters to shareholders demands (i.e. generic social issues) or
mitigates negative effects of the company's operations. Strategic CSR, on the other hand, entails
value chain operations that are benefiting the society, too, as well as choosing a potentially
innovative way that is different from competitors and "lowers cost or better serves a particular
set of customer needs" (88). The authors claim that the most shared value can be extracted from
projects using the strategic CSR approach, but that most companies do not yet take advantage of
these opportunities. This claim is supported by Chen et al.'s study, which shows that the rate of a
company's charitable contributions and its performance concerning "employee relations,
environmental issues, and product safety" are negatively correlated. Companies that do not do
well in these three latter categories tend to spend more money on charity, arguably in order to
respond to public pressure and offset negative impacts of their business practices on their bottom
line.
Since their claims have, to my knowledge, not been empirically tested, this study will try
to attempt to find proof concerning the validity of Porter and Earner's argument, which was
extended by some aspects other sources suggest to be worthwhile considering.

2.5 Should companies engage in CSR at all?
2.5.1

Friedman vs. Porter

There are a number of critics of the idea that CSR should be conducted at all. In "The
Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits," published 1970 in the New York
Times Magazine, renowned economist and Nobel laureate Milton Friedman argues that
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businesspeople are not responsible for collecting money for the wellbeing of society, but that the
government is supposed to do this through collecting taxes. A CEO of a large company has
responsibility to his employers, usually the owners of the business, and they expect him to
generate as many profits as possible. All he has to do for the society is respecting its laws, and
going beyond what the laws require as a minimum is not warranted. However, Friedman blames
businesspeople to use the "doctrine of social responsibility" as "a cloak for actions that are
justified on other grounds." He clarifies: "it may well be in the long run interest of a corporation
that is a major employer in a small community to devote resources to providing amenities to that
community or to improving its government." He names attractiveness to employees, and
reduction of cost due to wage bills, for example, as motivations for such actions. And while he
claims that calling such business motivated activities 'social responsibility' is fraudulent and
deceptive, and therefore harmful for the "foundations of a free society," he clearly acknowledges
that some investments in societies' wellbeing are beneficial for business performance and
therefore justified from a business perspective.
Arguably, Friedman and Porter actually do not contradict each other. It might just be the
case that the terminology changed since 1970. Friedman's 'social responsibility' would today
rather be called 'philanthropy,' refemng to a company giving up resources to help the society
without gaining business benefits. This is similar to Porter's concept of 'generic CSR,'which he
does not recommend companies to invest in extensively. He recognizes the potential moral value
this generic CSR can have, but argues that the companies could invest their resources more
efficiently.
What Friedman calls 'fraud,' the investments in society that have the purpose of
improving the business' performance in the long run,corresponds with Porter's vision of CSR as
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benefiting both society and business. According to Porter, companies conducting CSR in
conformity with the framework Porter and Kramer developed, namely investing in CSR that is in
line with the company's value chain or that impacts the company's competitive context, can
result in a competitive advantage for the company, which in the long run should improve its
performance. For instance, Exxon Mobil invests in Malaria and HIVIAIDS prevention in African
countries in which they operate, stating that it is clearly beneficial for the company to have a
stable and healthy workforce (Exxon Mobil).
And not only terminology changed since 1970, but also the public's expectations to a
company, and the economic landscape the companies operate in. The establishment of
organizations like the UN Global compacf? and the development of numerous indexes and
reporting standards for CSR are a display of these changes. Also, government regulations take
CSR into account. For example, the 2006 Companies Act in Great Britain "introduced a
requirement for public companies to report on social and environmental matters" (Economist,
"Just good business"). In the United States, the so-called Alien Tort Claims Act has been
recently used, in very specific cases, to prosecute American corporations in the United States for
crimes that were committed abroad. In most cases, these law suits concerned for example human
rights violations that were committed in countries in which the offenders would not be held
liable for their actions (Global Policy Forum).

2

From the UN Global Compact website : "The UN Global Compact is a strategic policy initiative for businesses that
are committed to aligning their operations and strategies with ten universally accepted principles in the areas of
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Executive Officers, and offering a unique strategic platform for participants to advance their commitments to
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Rising public expectations towards companies
Companies today are expected to show integrity, and public pressure is exerted more

willingly and more frequently than a few decades ago. In a McKinsey survey from 2007,95% of
the surveyed CEOs noted that the public today has higher expectations of companies investing in
public issues than what was the case five years ago (McKinsey). In today's digitalized world, a
photo of hazardous working conditions in a sweatshop somewhere in Asia, for example, can
travel around the globe very quickly and can, through traditional media as well as privately run
websites and blogs, reach a large audience. Also, a number of non-governmental organizations
are standing ready to publicize and blame companies for any wrongdoing. When Nike's use of
sweatshops for their production became public in the early 1990s, significant damage was done
to their reputation and they humed to overhaul their company's production standards in order to
prevent a loss of revenue due to disapproving Western consumers. Greenpeace was able to
organize a boycott of Shell gas stations when they published that the company was planning on
getting rid of the drilling platform Brent Spar by submerging it into the sea, forcing Shell to
revise their plans (Economist, "Risk, and managing it"). "The social and economic impact of the
firm's existing operations is (...) closely monitored to reduce the risk of a backlash from local
communities, activists or national governments" (Economist, "Risk, and managing it"). The
connection between public expectations and CSR is, for example, established by Campbell and
Slack, who explain in their study that a company's public visibility and its charitable donations
are positively correlated.
With the public being more alert to the social responsibility of business, companies that
operate all around the globe face new challenges. If they, like Friedrnan writes, only adhere to
the minimum standards set by the laws of the developing countries they operate in, they might
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face critique from some of their main consumer markets in the developed world, where the
consumers expect higher standards, more similar to the developed countries. This is what
happened to Nike in the aforementioned example.

2.5.3 Shareholders' interest
Due to these potential connections between the integrity a company shows and its
performance, some shareholders have an interest in their company investing in CSR, or socially
responsible investments (sRI)~."SRI has experienced an explosive growth around the world
reflecting the increasing awareness of investors in social, environmental, ethical and corporate
governance issues" (Renneboog et a1 1). This rising interest by investors in companies'
sustainability is mirrored for example by the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, and others.
Investors increasingly are interested in having some percentage of their portfolio in sustainable
businesses. The Economist quotes Geoffrey Heal of Columbia Business School, who states that
out of every $9 under professional management in the United States today, $1 "involves an
element of socially responsible investment" (Economist, "Just good business").
However, McKinsey's Global Compact study of 2007 explains that while most of the
surveyed CEOs believe in the fact that there is a "strategic business case for proactively
managing" environmental, social and political issues, they face a conflict with "shareholders'
demands short-term performance" (McKinsey). The authors state that investments in this context
have to be seen as longer-term investments.
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SRI are "frequently also called ethical investments or sustainable investments. (...) SRI is an investment process
that integrates social, environmental, and ethical considerations into investment decision making" (Renneboog et al
1).
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Benefits of CSR

The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) published a study on "Doing good -business and
the sustainability challenge" in February of 2008, for which they had surveyed more than 1200
company executives and also conducted 28 in-depth interviews. As explained above, there are
few standards concerning terminology in this field, and one can argue both ways if sustainability
and CSR are the same or not. Certainly, however, they largely overlap, which is why the EIU
study's results can be utilized for this paper.
In this EIU study, 57% of the respondents claim that sustainability pays more than it
costs, while some of the interviewees clearly admit that they are completely convinced of this
positive link between company performance and sustainability, but that they cannot prove it. The
survey also shows a clear connection between attention to sustainability and stock price
performance, even though the authors state that it is difficult to mathematically establish if this is
a causal relationship. The companies that show 50% or more growth in stock price in the three
years prior to the survey give social and environmental issues higher importance in the board
rooms, while the companies that showed 10% or less stock price growth in the same time period
were 2.5 times likelier to have clear allocation of responsibility for sustainability issues (31). The
study agrees with what numerous other sources claim: CSR costs money on a short-term
perspective, but can be a worthwhile investment in the long run (32). As some of the concrete
business benefits that can be generated fkom sustainable behavior is cost reduction through
energy reduction, for example, as in the case of DuPont, Novartis and 3M, or through the
creation of a healthier and therefore more stable workforce as in the aforementioned case of
Anglo American (33).

'
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Unlike what Porter and Kramer call for, PR was named one of the most important
positive effects CSR has on a company's business. Improving brand reputation and, as a result,
customer retention and risk management are the key factors here. However, 71% of the
respondents actually agree with Porter and Kramer's claim by stating that "too many
organisations use sustainability merely as a public relations tool" and that it is not a sensible
business strategy to conduct CSR only for reputational reasons (33). However, if the CSR is
conducted in a way that effectively helps society, the main business benefit the companies might
gain from this is a positive effect on reputation, that by itself can lead to the competitive
advantage Porter and Kramer try to establish. This is particularly true for the consumer product
companies examined in this study, whose success is directly linked to consumer behavior. A
representative of De Beers shows in the EIU study that for the diamond industry, the reputation
associated with their products is essential, stating "Our survival depends on us being able to
ensure that the consumer proposition is not interfered with by awkward ethical questions" (33).
An effect closely related to this is that CSR,particularly in developing countries, is often
understood as an 'insurance' against political risk (Porter and Kramer; EIU; Godfrey). "A
reputation for fair dealing makes a difference (...) Going to another country, governments are
more likely to welcome us. It does matter," explains a representative of Tata (EIU 33). And
"involvement in social programmes, especially in poor parts of the world, is an increasingly
fashionable way for a company to burnish its brand and, with luck, protect itself from attack"
(Economist, "Risk, and managing it"). If a company is well-known and popular for investing into
a society, therefore becoming an integral part of it, it creates goodwill, or "moral capital among
communities and stakeholders" (Godfrey 1) and is less vulnerable to harm due to "a firm's
relationship-based assets" (Godfrey 1) like sudden changes in policies, regulation, or shifts in
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government. Godfrey uses this line of argument to show that corporate philanthropy increases
shareholder wealth. Even though he uses the term 'philanthropy' instead of 'CSR', and
regardless of his exact interpretation of this term, there is clearly at least a strong overlap in the
two concepts and therefore, his argument is also valid for CSR.
Also, conducting CSR and being known to do so can act as a harness against loss of
reputation in case of an accident or mistake. A company known for its integrity will likely face
less public outrage and legal backlashes than a company not showing any interest in the society it
operates in (Economist, "Just good business;" "Risk, and managing it").
If CSR is used, as Porter recommends, in a strategic way to create innovation and to
carve a distinct competitive advantage for the company, this can not only indirectly, but directly
influence the company's performance and is therefore in the interest of the business owners.
"Social investment, when conceived and executed thoughtfully, creates a win-win scenario for
both business and the public. (...) boosting employee job skills, opening new markets, and
heightening brand recognition (...). Business and society both stand to benefit greatly if
companies can demonstrate programmatic effectiveness, fiscal accountability, and good
stewardship" (CECP, "Loud and Clear"). Nike sees CSR as ""return on investment squared": to
investors and to the community," and regards CSR as "providing a fresh source of innovation"
(Economist, "Risk, and managing it"). Competent, motivated employees that are loyal to their
company are a very valuable asset for a business, and represent a significant competitive
advantage. According to several sources, including Milton Friedman, conducting CSR can
increase a company's attractiveness as an employer. "Having a purpose beyond making a profit
distinguishes our company. It helps us to attract and retain phenomenal employees" (Marc
Benioff, Chairman and CEO of Salesforce.com, in CECP, "Loud and Clear").
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"If the people and the communities in which we do business succeed, we put ourselves in
a position to succeed as well" (Richard D. Parsons, Chairman and CEO, Time Warner Inc., in
CECP, "Loud and Clear"). However, this holds only true in case CSR is used strategically. If a
company conducts generic CSR projects and does not even use them for promotional 'purposes,
the business benefit of this kind of CSR is difficult to find. Also, any innovation or improvement
to the company's operations are more difficult to achieve if a company conducted strategic CSR,
but it does so in a country or region in which it has neither sales not production operations and
where, as a result, there is arguably insignificant public interest in the CSR. The Economist
states: "done badly, it is often just a figleaf and can be positively harmful. Done well, though, it
is not some separate activity that companies do on the side, a comer of corporate life reserved for
virtue: it is just good business" (Economist, "Just good business").
In addition, one has to be aware of disparities between rhetoric and reality. In the
McKinsey Global Compact survey, there are differences of 20% to 32% between what CEOs
thought their companies should do and what they are actually doing.

2.6 Measures for effective CSR
Labuschagne, Brent and van Erck deal with CSR projects' impact on society, what they
call "sustainability performance." They elaborate that companies today are not only held
accountable for their economic performance, but also for their sustainability performance. They
claim that the "indicator frameworks that are available to measure overall business sustainability
do not effectively address all aspects of sustainability at operational level, especially in
developing countries" (373) and identify social criteria as the main missing issue. They review
the frameworks currently used and then establish their own, four-level framework. Level one is
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the corporate responsibility strategy, which divides on level two into operational and societal
initiatives. The operational initiatives are broken down into economic, environmental and social
sustainability, and are further described on level four.
A company using its professional expertise and competences for its CSR is mentioned by
Porter and Kramer, and by various other authors and CEOs as crucial for the success of the CSR
project for the society, but also for the positive results on the company's side. For example, Dr.
Joseph Ackermann, Chairman of the Management Executive Board and the Group Executive
Committee at Deutsche Bank said "At Deutsche Bank we believe we can do the most to address
human need worldwide by combining our philanthropic activities with our capabilities as a
global financial services powerhouse." (CECP, "Corporate Philanthropy in Africa" 5). Also,
USAID states that "USAID's experience is that corporate philanthropy is particularly effective
when linked to a company's core business." (CECP, "Corporate Philanthropy in Africa" 4).
While Porter and Kramer do not mention this specifically, various other authors and
organizations, including the European Commission, note that it is beneficial for both sides, the
society and the company, if the company has either production or sales operations, or both, in the
country or region where it conducts its CSR project. CECP recommends, in its "Tips for Success
in New Philanthropic Initiatives in Africa," to choose "a geographic area that is of interest to our
company," indicating that CSR tends to be more successful in areas in which the company has a
specific interest. Arguably, this interest would be related either to the company's sales or
production operations. Therefore, in this study, this aspect was factored into the developed index.
(CECP, "Corporate Philanthropy in Africa" 4). Having either sales or production operations
where the CSR was conducted was rated positively, and having both in place was rated
positively twice.
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Due to the EIU study and other sources, and as explained above not necessarily against
Porter and Kramer's opinion, this study considers PR and marketing efforts that use CSR for
promotional purposes as a factor towards achieving effective CSR. While conducting CSR only
for this reason might not be a good business decision, benefiting from promotional effects of
CSR that otherwise aligns business and societal interests will likely improve any positive
impacts that CSR might have on the business.
Both Porter and Kramer, and Cramer put their emphasis for determining 'good' CSR in
the CSR projects being in like with the company's value chain. The closer the project is related
to the regular operations of the company, the likelier will the company be able to draw business
benefits from it, and also the bigger is the positive impact on the society.

2.7 R&D and CSR
Effective CSR, if acknowledged as positively influencing a company's business
performance, is considered a long-term investment that in the short-term might cost more
resources than it generates, but in which business executives have faith to pay off in the long run.
Would it not be conducted, opportunities for the business in the future might be lost. However,
when trying to predict its impact, it is very hard to express the benefit that CSR might bring in
concrete numbers.
This is similar to the concept of Research and Development, which can be defined as
follows: "Research and development (R&D) comprise creative work undertaken on a systematic
basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and
society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications. R&D is a term
covering three activities: basic research, applied research, and experimental development"
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(OECD). R&D is crucial for the future competitiveness of the company, and in some industries,
considerable amounts of resources are spent here. Often this is done without knowing which of
the R&D projects the company will be able to turn into profitable products, and also without
much knowledge of how much profit might be generated from the new product while it is still in
early stages of development. However, the potential of developing new, profitable products is
attractive enough for the company to invest in R&D. Consequently, R&D is usually a strategic,
long-term investment and initially tends to cost more than what it brings in in the short term,
similar to effective CSR. Innovation and improvement on business processes are among the
factors often mentioned when stating business benefits from CSR. Gardberg and Fombrun
support this claim of similarity between CSR and R&D by suggesting that "citizenship
programs" are "strategic investments comparable to R & D (330).
McWilliams and Siege1 review various studies on CSR and firm performance and come
to the conclusion that they are usually misspecified since they do not take R&D as an important
determinant of firm performance into consideration. However, if these misspecified studies
found a positive correlation between CSR and firm performance because they neglected R&D,
then there is the possibility that R&D and CSR show some overlaps or might be reinforcing each
other. If, in addition, R&D and CSR performance proof to be positively correlated, then it can be
argued that a company that values innovation highly carried this strong innovation-encouraging
attitude over to the way it approaches its CSR projects.

2.8 Reasons for CSR in Sub-Saharan Africa
Garvin et aL's study shows how much influence a company's activities can have, and are
expected to have, on a society in the absence of a fully developed functioning government. And
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while this absence is certainly not the case for all countries within sub-Saharan Africa, the
governments' influence and grip on society and on providing for its citizen's needs is mostly less
strong there as opposed to industrialized countries. Fewer standardized regulations are in place,
and if they exist they tend to be less consistently enforced than in the so-called "developed
world."
As a result, if a large corporation conducts CSR in these countries, it is, arguably, doing
so for one out of two reasons. Either conducting CSR is part of a more or less official agreement
with the government or individual representatives of it in order to finalize or enable a treaty,
which might tie into the argument of obtaining a license to operate in the respective country as
noted before. In that case, CSR is a necessity to do business in this country at all, and therefore
clearly already yields some benefit for the company. Or, as a second option, the company chose
to engage in these CSR projects voluntarily, based on some rational decision-making process,
which, arguably, has to be based on assumptions concerning why conducting the CSR is
desirable for the company.
Also, due to said relatively low government involvement in the societies, and because of
low development of infrastructure as well as sectors like health care and education (McKinsey

15, 17), it is credible that a CSR project can have the potential to make enough of a difference in
the long run to improve a company's competitive environment or to positively impact its value
chain.
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Claim/Testable Hypotheses

3.1 Summary
In this section, the two main claims of this study are being presented. It is hypothesized
that CSR does create a competitive advantage for the conducting company in case it is conducted
according to criteria for effective CSR developed in this study. Also, this study claims that there
is a relationship between CSR and R&D, since their concepts show considerable parallels. As a
result, companies that put higher efforts into their R&D are likely to also conduct more effective
CSR.

3.2 Competitive advantage through effective CSR
Companies can help the society and create a competitive advantage out of CSR at the
same time if they operate the CSR according to Porter and Kramer's model and align business
and society interests. However, by far not every CSR project is effective in the sense of
achieving both. In this paper, I will consider it as given that at least one of the two parties,
namely the society, benefits from a CSR project. And, as stated above, companies would not
engage in CSR if they did not at least believe that they profited from it. Porter and Kramer
suggest that the benefits from responsive and strategic CSR are different, but in both cases the
benefits exist. In an EIU study, 53.3% of the surveyed business executives agreed to the
following statement: "Corporate responsibility gives us a distinctive position in the market" (EIU
7), indicating that Porter and Kramer's claim gets support from the practitioner's point of view.

Ashman's study, along with several other sources, suggest that CSR projects from which
the companies derive greater benefits for their business have a greater positive impact than
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projects in which the company has no business interest. This supports Porter and Kramer's claim
that CSR projects dealing with generic social issues which do not intersect with the company's
particular business are less likely to be effective. However, projects in the categories value chain
social impacts and social dimensions of competitive context, both of which do intersect with the
company's business, have a high likelihood of being effective. Cramer's article is an example for
the 'wrong motives' often used to trigger and select CSR projects as cited in Porter and Kramer.
However, he does support the claim that CSR activities should be in relation to the regular
business activities of the respective company in order to have the desired effects. Also, In "Tips
for Success in New Philanthropic Initiatives in Africa," the CECP recommends that CSR
initiatives "should not be a simple matter of giving money; it should be a comprehensive mission
in line with your corporate interests" (CECP, 'Corporate Philanthropy in Africa" 4). According
to the aforementioned findings, especially the Porter and Kramer article, CSR projects which are
effective and therefore successful tend to be that way because they create shared value for both
the company and the society. Less effective projects create fewer benefits for the company and
possibly for the society, too.
Garvin et al. show how local conditions, in this case governance, can strongly influence
the outcome and perception of CSR measures. Therefore, factors like these also need to be taken
into account, and are implemented in this study in the criteria for the sample collection.
This paper focuses on the motivation and therefore the benefits on the companies' side; it
claims that companies can profit more from CSR than what the general literature as cited in
Porter and Kramer suggests. CSR is not only about moral obligation, sustainability, the license to
operate, and the improvement or creation of a company's reputation, but can be a long-term
investment in the well-being of the business by creating innovation, and improving processes as
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well as the company's competitive environment that can all build a competitive advantage for the
company. Porter and Kramer complain that too often CSR is solely conducted and utilized as a
PR instrument, and other sources agree that this is not optimal: "Prudent companies include a
CSR perspective when considering new projects. In such cases CSR is not a public-relations
exercise but part of systemic due diligence for new investments" (Economist, "Risk, and
managing it"). However, this study argues that using CSR for publicity and reputation purposes
should not necessarily be seen in a negative light. PR as the only purpose of conducting CSR
projects might be questionable in the sense that the main effort of any project should be invested
in the actual planning and execution, not the presentation. With this caveat in place, this study
claims that great PR can, arguably, help create the competitive advantage that Porter and Kramer
expect effective CSR to build.

3.3 CSR is similar in nature to R&D
In addition, this study will examine if CSR is similar in nature to R&D. Companies that
recognize the value of long-term investments like R&D, and invest a relatively high amount of
resources here, could, arguably, also be more likely to conduct "effective" CSR that has the
potential to generate business benefits in the long run.CSR according to this study's framework
can lead to, among other benefits, innovation, and would therefore be an innovation-generating
expense comparable to R&D.
Also, the idea of drawing economic benefits from activities that help society is still
relatively new. Large companies that have not only acknowledged this possibility, but already
implemented effective CSR to various extents into their regular operations can be considered as
early adopters of this idea and therefore as open to innovation. If this encouraging attitude
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towards innovation is typical for operations throughout a company, then their R&D spending can
also be expected to be above average.
However, differences between the two concepts also need to be acknowledged. R&D is
usually strictly internal and most of the times even surrounded by a sphere of secrecy to keep
competitors from finding out about new, potentially profitable ideas, while CSR is explicitly
external, intertwining the society's and the company's interests and activities. With this being
said, this study still suggests a significant overlap between the two business activities. For these
reasons, this study will analyze if companies that put an emphasis on R&D also do well in their
CSR.

4

Analysis and Findings

4.1 Summary
In this section, the setup of and the results from the empirical analysis of this study's
claims are presented. First, the model is introduced and the collection and structure of the sample
is explained in detail. Then, the process of mapping the CSR projects including the single
elements and computation of a CSR performance index are described. Then, the section explains
the gathering of data based on the CSR reports from the sample and the addition of certain
business performance data as well as data on the companies' R&D spending. Correlations are set
up to analyze the validity of the study's claims, and a qualitative analysis is introduced that
compares two pairs of CSR projects in order to apply the results from the empirical analysis.
In 4.3, the findings of these quantitative and qualitative analyses are presented.
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4.2 Model
4.2.1

Sample collection
In this study, the sample was collected from companies that conduct CSR in sub-Saharan

Africa. Africa is considered an increasingly important present or future market, which arguably
makes both regular operations as well as CSR projects worthwhile: "Given the diversity of
development in Africa, as well as its growing strategic importance, we find that many industries
see part of their future there; they look at the continent as an opportunity, not as a charity case"
(CECP, "Corporate Philanthropy in Africa" 4).
For this analysis, the study focused on consumer good companies. If public perception
both among the societies in which companies produce their products and the societies in which
they sell their products is an important motivator for CSR, then companies who reach consumers
directly with their products can be expected to take both sides of this factor into consideration
when planning CSR projects. Also, I selected large companies, so-called 'global players,'
because they can be expected to feel the conflicts that arise due to globalization, between
producing in developing countries and selling in developed countries, having to offer their
products at low prices to be competitive but also being expected to show integrity in their
operations. They are large enough to not stay under the metaphorical 'public radar' and to have
the resources and management to develop large-scale, strategic CSR if it helps their business
objective.
As a data basis for the sample collection, the top 60 out of Deloitte's Top 250 Consumer
Product Companies ranking for the fiscal year 2006 was used. In order to be more
comprehensive, a small selection of the largest companies out of the top 30 out of the Financial
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Times Global 500 was added, because Deloitte did not list them on account of not being solely
consumer product companies. However, some of their main sources of income are consumer
products, and these companies' names are well-known enough to provide for the potential
pressure due to public interest. There were two criteria for the selection of a company beyond
being listed in these rankings: they conducted CSR projects in sub-Saharan Africa in 2006 and
2007, and they report their activities according to the guidelines provided by the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), which are a standard way of reporting most commonly used as
compared to other ways of standardization. This homogeneous form of reporting makes the
companies' CSR efforts comparable, as opposed to the myriad of different ways to present CSR
projects that are utilized by other companies who are not implementing the GRI reporting
standards. Based on these criteria, a sample of 28 large consumer product companies that
conducted CSR in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2006 and 2007 and reported on these based on the GRI
standard was selected.
The sample is subdivided in groups according to the companies' product sector. This was
determined by Hoover's listing of main competitors for a specific company. The CSR projects of
companies who are named main competitors in their field were matched up against each other.
Due to their similar type of operations, these companies' needs, structures and skill sets that
might be relevant for the effectiveness of their CSR projects can be expected to be similar and
make a comparison within these groups worthwhile. The industries are 'electronics &
telecommunications' (Sl), 'food, drink & tobacco' (S2), 'personal & household products' (S3),
'pharmaceuticals' (S4), and 'oil" (S5). Two companies, Nike (S6) and Toyota (S7), could not be
sorted into these groups and can be used as a control group in the statistical analyses, either
individually or together (S67).
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These companies' CSR reports were downloaded from their websites. This happened in
the spring term of 2008, and the respective most recent CSR reports were selected, which leads
to some reports being from 2006 while others are from 2007. However, within each industry
group, all reports are from the same year.
One caveat has to be added: Most companies publish global CSR reports, and while they
do give details by region, they tend to report on Europe and Africa together, without always
clearly distinguishing. While this is not an issue when looking at the actual CSR projects
analyzed, since the reports always mention the exact country or countries these projects are being
conducted in, other data, like market share in Africa and the single countries, share of profits,
and sometimes even operations are not always reported exactly. Here additional data from the
company websites has been consulted in order to make the data as reliable as possible, but 100%
reliability could not be achieved. The companies have been contacted via email concerning this
issue, but none of them was willing to give a conclusive answer.

4.2.2 Mapping of CSR projects
In order to evaluate these CSR projects, a method for mapping them according to certain
standardized criteria was developed in this study. From on Porter and Kramer's article, which
provides the basic framework for this study, a set of core aspects for measuring effective CSR
was derived. In addition to these core aspects which are considered most important in order to
achieve effective CSR,this study identified a number of auxiliary factors, here named fortifiers,
in Porter and Kramer's article as well as in other authors' work.
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Based on these core aspects and fortifiers, a set of questions was generated through which
the required information could be extracted from the companies' CSR reports, which provided
the matching answers for each individual CSR project.

4.2.3 Identifying core aspects based on Porter and Kramer (2006)
The core aspects crucial for effective CSR include the type of societal issue the CSR
project is addressing as explained in Porter and Kramer's article, the use of a company's
professional competency or expertise in the CSR project, and the nature of the CSR concerning it
being either responsive or strategic. In the following, the questions derived from these core
aspects are explained in more detail.
Question 1 deals with the three different types of CSR according to Porter. Generic CSR
refers to CSR activities that do not have an apparent connection to the company's business. CSR
addressing value chain social impacts refers to CSR projects that deal with the effects that the
company's regular operations have on society. These effects can be positive, therefore benefiting
the society directly, but can also be negative, which leads to CSR activities that mitigate those
negative impacts. CSR addressing social dimensions of competitive context refers to CSR
projects that give the company a better standing in their competitive context, by improving their
operation environment or by creating an advantage against competitors in any other way. Based
on this, the three sub-questions asked were the following:
Qla: Is the CSR project generic CSR?
Qlb: Does the CSR project address value chain social impacts?
Qlc: Does the CSR project address social dimensions of competitive context?
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Since this study is about 'effective' CSR as described by Porter and Kramer, benefiting
both the society and the business, conducting generic CSR was rated not beneficial, while the
other two types of CSR were; and even more so if both applied.
Question 2 (Q2) examines if the company uses its professional expertise for the
respective CSR project. As described above, Porter and Kramer as well as a number of other
sources consider this as an essential ingredient for creating effective CSR. This factor being in
place was rated as beneficial, and the question used was: Does the company use its professional
expertise for conducting this CSR project?
Question 4 asks about if the CSR project is responsive or strategic, as explained by Porter
and Kramer. The two sub-questions were phrased like this:
Q4a: Is the CSR project responsive CSR?
Q4b: Is the CSR project strategic CSR?
If a company uses CSR either to adhere to pressure from stakeholders or to mitigate
negative impacts to the society caused by its operations, the authors consider this as not creating
a competitive advantage for the company, and it was rated not beneficial in this study. If the CSR
project is strategic, creating innovation or any kind of other beneficial impact on business that
leads to a competitive advantage, this was rated positively. However, since this question could
only be rated in a rather subjective way, it was not included in the CSR performance index
equation.
4.2.4

Identifying fortifiers to the core aspects
These factors can potentially improve an already positive outcome due to the core

aspects. Standing alone, these fortifiers are not expected to result in effective CSR.
31
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In question 3, the model checks if the company has either production or sales operations,
or both, in the country or region where it conducts its CSR project. While Porter and Krarner do
not mention this specifically, various other authors and organizations do. Therefore, in this study,
this aspect was factored into the developed index, and the two sub-questions were the following:
Q3a: Does the company have production operations in the country or region in which is
conducts CSR?
Q3b: Does the company have sales operations in the country or region in which is
conducts CSR?
Having either sales or production operations where the CSR was conducted was rated
positively, and having both in place resulted in two positive checks.
Complimentary to Porter and Kramer's framework, this study adds question 5 (Q5),
which examines PR and marketing efforts that use CSR for promotional purposes as a fortifier to
achieving effective CSR. The question asked for the analysis was: Does the company use the
CSR project for PR or marketing purposes? In order to be selected for the sample, all projects
evaluated in this study had to be reported in the conducting company's CSR report. Mentioning
in these reports was not sufficient for this fortifying criterion to be positive. Since resources and
time for this study were limited and did not allow more thorough evaluation the existence of any
PR or marketing campaigns using the CSR projects, a Google search with the name of the
company and the name and topic of the CSR project was used in order to determine this
criterion. If any articles or websites found on the first two pages of the search results covered the
CSR project in question, a certain PR or marketing effort to utilize the CSR project was assumed.
The ranking of Google's search results is time-sensitive and the order and reporting of contents
might change over time. The Google searches were conducted over the course of several days in
32
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April of 2008, and today the results for the same searches might be slightly different. As a result,
there is some uncertainty concerning the precision of these results. However, it is expected that
the risk of changing search results is evenly spread in the sample, and does therefore not
compromise comparability within the sample. In future analyses, research in local newspapers is
suggested as a replacement for or supplement to the Google search.
4.2.5 CSR performance index

Based on these aspects and fortifiers, an index that combines the different measures of
CSR performance used in this study was developed, and the companies and their projects were
ranked accordingly.
The CPI consists of the sum of Qlb, Qlc, and Q2. These three were the aspects (A) that
were considered to be positively influencing the CSR's effectiveness if they are in place. Then,
the fortifiers that are expected to be increasing the aspects' positive effect are taken into
consideration, namely Q3a, Q3b, and Q5. This results in an overall score between 0 and 15.

z*+
A3

CSR performance index (CPI) =

(1 Q3a + Q3b + ~ 5 )

A1

The aspects and fortifier not factored into the index are considered not beneficial for CSR
effectiveness when in place, or, in the case of Question 4, to be too subjective to be valid for an
empirical analysis.
4.2.6 Generation of dataset based on CSR reports

Each question results in a score of either 0 or 1, with 1 indicating that this particular
aspect or fortifier of CSR effectiveness of the company's CSR is in place, while 0 means that the
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respective question is answered "no." In most cases, the same answer for more than one subquestion was possible.
4.2.7 Business performance data

In order to be able to test the validity of the developed index, a number of business data
for each company was added to the dataset.
The companies' R&D spending in the year of the analyzed CSR report is listed as Q6a,
their revenue in the same year is Q6b, and the ratio of R&D spending to company revenue is
reported in per cent in Q6c. To be able to set these numbers in relation to a comparison group, a
ratio of a company's R&D spending with an industry average R&D spending within the sample
(Q6d) and with the sample average R&D spending (Q6e) was computed.
In addition, two kinds of business performance data were added. Q7a shows the monthly
stock price five years prior to the CSR report, and Q7b shows the monthly stock price at the end
of the year of the CSR report. Q7c shows the change in stock price between those two dates as a
percentage. Finally, Q8 shows the company's sales growth over the 5 years prior to the CSR
report.
For three companies, only incomplete data could be found, so that they had to be taken
out of some or, in the case of one, even all of the following regressions. For LG Electronics,
neither R&D nor performance data was available for the time periods necessary. For both The
Coca Cola Company and Nike, R&D data was not reported as an extra item in the annual reports
and could also not be located anywhere else.
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4.2.8 Setup of correlations

In order to be able to test the claims made in this study, a number of regressions was run,
first comparing the CSR index with both sales growth and change in stock price, and second
comparing it to R&D spending relative to the companies' revenue.
Regressions were run with the CPI by project as the independent variable. The change in
stock price (Q7c) was used as the dependent variable first, and for the second regression, sales
growth (Q8) was the dependent variable.
In a second step, the relationship between effective CSR and R&D was analyzed in a
regression. CPI was used as the independent variable, and Q6c, which is the company's R&D
spending relative to its revenue, was used as the dependent variable.
Also, since 3 companies did not report their R&D spending, it was examined if these
companies might consider both R&D and CSR as less important and are therefore not reporting
their R&D. In order to do so, the average CPI of the group reporting R&D as opposed to the one
of the group not reporting R&D was found. In a t-test assuming unequal variances, the nullhypothesis that R&D spending and CSR are perfectly correlated was rejected. Consequently, the
R&D reporting group of 24 companies was sorted by R&D spending in relation to their revenue
(Q6c). The top and bottom 6 of these were selected, and another t-test assuming unequal
variances was run.
4.2.9

Qualitative analysis: Comparison of two sets of companies

In order to test and verify the results of the quantitative analysis, two pairs of companies
were selected and their CSR projects analyzed in-depth.
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For the first pair, two companies from the same industry group were selected. Both
received relatively high CPI scores, with one of them being outstanding while the other one did
slightly worse. Their CSR efforts are explained in more detail concerning their match with the
framework in this study, and are compared with each other, in order to see if there are
similarities visible. Then, possible benefits that these companies might draw from their,
according to our index, effective CSR are being examined.
For the second pair, another set of two companies from one industry group was selected,
this time one company scoring medium high on the index, while the other one is scoring very
low. As in the previous example, an in-depth examination of their respective projects is
conducted, explaining why the well-performing company should draw benefits from their CSR,
while the low-performing company presumably does not.

4.3 Findings
4.3.1 Quantitative Analysis
4.3.1.1

Distribution

87 CSR projects conducted by 28 companies were analyzed. While some companies only
reported one CSR project in sub-saharan Africa in their CSR reports, others described up to six
projects in the region. Each project was examined for their CSR effectiveness separately first.
Then, company averages were computed to display a given company's overall CSR effectiveness
in sub-saharan Africa. Here, all projects were given equal weights, and differences in spending
or scope, for example, could not be taken into consideration for this study.
Comparisons were drawn between projects within one company, as well as between
overall CSR effectiveness between all companies, and within the companies' respective industry
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group. At first, these comparisons regard the frequency of the single aspects and fortifiers being
in place. Since the same answers for more than one sub-question were possible, the total
percentage of one answer that is divided up in sub-questions is not significant, but the
percentages given for the separate sub-questions are. For example, 57% of all projects in the
sample were generic CSR (Qla), while 46% addressed value chain social impacts (Qlb), and
also 46% addressed social dimensions of competitive context (Qlc). More than one sub-answer
could apply to a single project here, which results in percentages that exceed 100% in total.
An outstanding result was that 100% of all companies have sales operations (Q3b) in the

sub-Saharan African countries in which they conduct CSR, and 74% of all companies had
production operations (Q3a) in these countries. This supports the assumption that a having
operations in a country might be a motivator for the company to conduct CSR in case that the
CSR has a positive impact on the company's business.
For roughly one-half, or 48% of the projects, the companies used their professional
expertise (Q2), and 78% of all projects were responsive (Q4a), while 60% were strategic (Q4b).
Only 24% utilize their CSR for PR or marketing purposes (45). This supports Porter and
Kramer's claim that CSR is often done for purposes and in ways that are not yielding the best
results for the company, and that CSR more often than not is mainly done because in a
responsive way, i.e. reacting to pressure from stakeholders or mitigating harm done by the
company's regular operations.
When compared by industry (see Table l), the projects of the industry group "Oil" were
92% generic CSR (Qla), which is far above the sample average. Consequently, this group scored
below average in Qlb (38%) and Qlc (23%). Only 23% of their CSR utilizes the companies'
professional expertise (Q2), which is less than half of the sample average. All companies in this
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group have both production (Q3a) and sales (Q3b) operations in the countries they are
conducting CSR in. All of their projects are responsive CSR (Q4a), which is far above average,
while 54% are also strategic CSR (Q4b). None of their projects was utilized for PR or marketing
purposes (Q5). This suggests that the average of the CSR projects conducted by these companies
has a relatively low effectiveness, since most factors that would increase CSR effectiveness are
below the sample average.
The industry group "Pharmaceuticals," by comparison, can be expected to conduct more
effective CSR. Only 20% of their CSR is generic (Qla), while 70% address value chain social
impacts (Qlb), and 80% address social dimensions of competitive context. 90% or their CSR
project use the companies' professional expertise (42). While this group does not have
production operations in these countries (Q3a), both companies in this group sell their products
there (Q3b). And while 100% of their projects are responsive (Q4a), 80% of them are also
strategic (Q4b). None of them uses their projects for PR or marketing purposes (Q5).
The industry group "Personal and Household Products" is with most of their values very
close to the sample average, expect for only 15% of their projects addressing social dimensions
of competitive context (Qlc).
The group "Food, Drinks and Tobacco" is also relatively close to the sample average.
Similarly to the previous group, this group also has a lower percentage, 28%, for Qlc. However,
all companies in this group have both production (Q3a) and sales (Q3b) operations in the
countries where they conduct CSR, and their percentage for Q5 is 48%, which is exactly twice
the sample value for utilizing the CSR for PR or marketing.
Finally, the industry group "Telecommunications and Electronics" is below average on
addressing value chain social impacts (Qlb) with their CSR, but has with 78% the second
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highest percentage of projects addressing social dimensions of competitive context (Qlc). Only
44% of the companies have production operations (Q3a) in the countries in which they conduct
CSR. 54% of the projects were responsive CSR (Q4a), which is below average, while 78% of the
projects were strategic (Q4b), which is well above average.
4.3.1.2

CPI rankings
Three rankings according to CPI scores were created: one by companies' overall CSR

performance based on averages from their individual projects' scores, and one by individual CSR
projects, and one by industry groups, based on averages from the companies' overall scores.
For the company ranking (see Table 3), Motorola did best and scored a 10.0, followed by
SABMiller with 8.8, and Microsoft with 8.3. At the bottom of the ranking, LG Electronics,
Colgate Palmolive, General Mills, and Henkel all scored a 0, and are, according to our model,
not conducting effective CSR. Since the range of this rating is from 0 to 10, only 28.5% of the
companies were in the upper half, i.e. scored between 5 and 10. Consequently, in the bottom
half, from 0 to 4.9, there are 71.5%.
For the ranking by individual projects (see Table 4), there were three projects that scored
the maximum, 15. These were project 3 from SABMiller, project 2 from Procter & Gamble, and
project 3 from the Coca Cola Company. 23 projects, or 26.5% of all CSR projects in the sample
scored a 0, and are not effective CSR as defined in our framework. Overall, 17% of the projects
scored in the upper half of the scale, between 7.5 and 15, while 83% scored in the bottom half,
between 0 and 7.4.
Due to the small sample and the wide range of CPI scores with the industry groups, the
average CPI scores for the industry groups were relatively similar (see Table 5).
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"Telecommunications and Electronics" scored 3.9 while ranging from 0 to 10. "Food, Drinks and
Tobacco" scored 3.4 while ranging between 0 and 8.8. "Pharmaceuticals" achieved a CPI of
2.92, with values between 1.3 and 4.6. "Oil" scored a 2.57, ranging between 0.4 and 5.6.
"Personal and Household Products" scored a 2.5, with values ranging between 0 and 7.5.
4.3.1.3

Correlation of index and business performance data

For X=CPI (companies) and Y=Q8, a very small correlation with an R square of
0.010276 could be found. For X=CPI (companies) and Y=Q7c), no significant correlation could
be found (Appendix X). Similar results were found when using the CPI for the individual
projects. Therefore, there no significant relationship between business performance as indicated
in the data used in this study, and CSR performance.
4.3.1.4

Correlation of index and R&D data

For X=CPI and Y=Q6c, which is the ration of R&D spending to revenue, a slight
correlation was found, with an R Square of 0.02 1215.
As a result of the t-tests, it was found that the CPI mean of the non-R&D reporting
companies was 3.30, while the R&D reporting companies had a mean of 4.80. This supports the
hypothesis that the companies conducting more effective CSR are also more focused on R&D
spending. This was further supported by the subsequent t-test, where the 6 companies that have
the lowest R&D spending have a CPI mean of 3.61, while the 6 companies that spend most on
R&D have a CPI mean of 7.27. These results indicate that R&D and CSR are indeed similar in
nature, and that companies that invest more resources into their R&D are more likely to approach
their CSR in a way that might create a business benefit for them, too.
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There are a number of caveats that need to be mentioned concerning this paper. It needs to
be understood that this study is solely concerned with the effectiveness of CSR projects in
respect to the creation of shared value for the company and the society. Other factors like the
magnitude of the projects, the number of people affected by them, the money spent, or anything
else that was not part of the framework used in this study is not taken into consideration. A small
project helping 20 people and costing $10,000 might get a higher rating in its effectiveness than
a project that is supporting an entire region and costs $ 1 million if the smaller project is set up
according to Porter and Kramer's framework, and the larger one is not. Also, this study is based
on the companies' CSR reports. Any kind of CSR that might be conducted in sub-Saharan Africa
but was not mentioned in the company's CSR report was not taken into consideration.

4.3.2 Qualitative analysis
In order to illustrate the previous findings, this study will now put the spotlight on the
respectively highest-ranked CSR projects in sub-Saharan Africa of Nokia and Motorola as well
as Procter & Gamble and Henkel. Both Nokia's and Motorola's most recent CSR reports are
from 2006, while Procter & Gamble and Henkel already published their 2007 reports. Therefore,
the examined CSR efforts are from the same time period within the pairs. With Motorola scoring
a 10 in the CPI for their project 1, and Nokia receiving a 7.5, the companies' CSR effectiveness
according to the Porter and Kramer framework is somewhat different, but relatively high in both
cases. Incidentally, the CSR projects in question are actually quite similar in nature.
As part of the so-called Emerging Market Handset Program, Motorola, in partnership
with another organization, distributed mobile phone sets in Rwanda and Uganda that can be used
as payphones and are meant to be the business basis for local entrepreneurs. Nokia is partners
with the renowned Grameen Foundation in a project called Village Phone. Village Phone
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"create(s) new small businesses and affordable access to telecommunication in rural
communities around the world" (Nokia 32). Within Africa, the project is implemented in
Uganda, Rwanda, and Cameroon.
Both companies do not have production sites in Africa, which decreases the fortifying
part of the CPI. Both companies have a high interest in sub-Saharan Africa as a present and
future sales market due to the recent boom of mobile telecommunications in the region. In
Motorola's CSR report, they quote Susanna Jacobson from Innovest who states, "By improving
access to telecoms, Motorola has an opportunity to both capitalize on a profit opportunity and do
some good to society" (5).
Both the Motorola and the Nokia initiatives are clearly in line with the companies' value
chain, are tailored to have Value Chain Social Impacts, are strategic CSR and since the projects
utilize the companies' technology, they use the companies professional expertise. However, no
obvious advertising effort by Nokia highlighting these efforts could be found.
Interestingly, the projects distributing phones that are meant to be used by entrepreneurs
for small businesses are conducted by both companies in Uganda and Rwanda. Nokia was at
least one year ahead with this kind of initiative in these countries, but was only planning at the
end of 2006 to put together phone kits that are ready to be used, which is something Motorola
already had in place throughout 2006. While none of the companies provides information on
their motivation to conduct these projects in these specific countries, the surprisingly strong
parallels in the CSR projects of these competing global players suggest that there is a
competition going on. There might be more at stake than just being 'good global citizens,' but
also a competitive advantage in emerging mobile phone markets.
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The pair Procter & Gamble and Henkel performed very differently on the quantitative
analysis. While Procter & Gamble's project 2 scored a 15, Henkel's only project received 0.
Therefore, according to the framework, Procter & Gamble's CSR in sub-Saharan Africa is very
effective, while Henkel's CSR does not create shared value for company and society and is
therefore to be considered ineffective.
Procter & Gamble educates girls in Kenya about feminine hygiene and provides the
necessary products as part of a program to keep girls in school. These efforts include Procter &
Gamble products, using the company's professional expertise, and promote the products to a
potential market, addressing the company's value chain by creating or expanding the market, and
influencing the company's competitive context by establishing Procter & Gamble products as a
standard for the targeted group. Procter & Gamble has sales and production operations in the
country, the product is clearly strategic and not responsive in nature, and the company uses it for
promotional purposes.
Henkel, in contrast to Procter & Gamble's well-rounded CSR portfolio, only mentions
one true CSR project in sub-Saharan Africa. They support an orphanage for HIV-infected
children, providing them with medical care and the opportunity to attend school. As much of a
morally applaudable effort this might be, it has no connection with the company's regular
operations, i.e. it is generic CSR, and can therefore, according to the framework used in this
study, not create shared value. They are also not using their professional expertise. Even though
Henkel has both production and sales operation in the country, these fortifiers cannot improve
the project's CPI rating, since the core aspects are not in place. This CSR project can assumed to
be responsive CSR, since there is no other connection to the project visible than potential
stakeholder pressure to "do good."
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The examples of these two very different pairs elucidate that, given the information
provided by the companies themselves in their CSR reports, Porter and Kramer's framework
seems to reflect reality. While Motorola, Nokia and Procter & Gamble intertwine business and
'doing good,' Henkel clearly does a good deed with its CSR, but there are no obvious economic
benefits for the company in it. Therefore, from a business point of view, Henkel's kind of CSR is
not effective, since it seems to be possible to conduct more effective CSR by creating shared
value. Unfortunately, Henkel does not take advantage of this opportunity.

5 Policy implications
Given the empirical results in this study, there is no clear indication that Porter and
Kramer's guidelines for an effective CSR approach that creates shared value are applicable in the
'real world.' However, the study shows that CSR's effects on business are most likely on a longterm basis, and this study's scope might not have covered a long enough time span.
However, the connection to R&D is clearly visible. Companies putting a lot of emphasis on
innovation seem to prefer conducting CSR along Porter and Kramer's guidelines.
The kind of CSR projects the authors promote is conducted already to some extent among
the companies in the sample of this study. Particularly the examples of Motorola and Nokia show
that CSR projects that follow the framework used in this paper seem to be attractive enough to
the companies to create a competition for the competitive advantage it entails. This might be
seen as an indication that businesses do seem to perceive this kind of CSR as beneficial,
otherwise, arguably, they would not conduct it in this way.
Companies should be encouraged to increase their efforts in the field of effective CSR or to
start implementing effective CSR projects, respectively, because of the results of this study as
well as the simple fact that ofien their competitors are successfully conducting effective CSR.
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After all, it appears to be a worthwhile investment considering the multiple kinds of benefits the
companies in the in-depth analyses gained. And since every competent businessperson will opt
for a good investment, we should see a continuing upward trend in companies' effective CSR
efforts as proposed in Porter and Kramer if the authors are correct with their framework.
This study does not mean to discourage companies from conducting CSR projects from
which they do not gain any economic benefits. As mentioned earlier in this paper, there are
plenty of reasons, most of them of moral or ethical nature, to engage in this kind of CSR.
However, due to the shared benefit factor as according to Porter and Kramer, companies should
definitely also engage in effective CSR projects in case there is an opportunity due to existing
points of intersection between the companies' business operations and the society.
A systematic, well selected and planned approach to picking and developing CSR projects
as well as periodic evaluations of both the CSR activities and their effects seem to be crucial to
building an effective CSR portfolio.

6

Conclusion
This study has shown that some of the global players do conduct effective CSR that is

creating shared value for the company and the society. As illustrated by the in-depth case studies,
the CSR projects of highly ranked companies are more prone to help both the companies' and the
societies' interests than the CSR projects of companies ranked low. Therefore, it can be argued
in spite of the statistically inconclusive results that the link between the guidelines set up by
Porter and Kramer and the effectiveness of CSR projects in reality seems to be valid. Also, the
case studies provide insights into which kinds of benefits the respective companies might be
gaining from their CSR projects.
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The clear connection between effective CSR and R&D needs further research, and might be
an indication for the desirability of aligning a company's CSR with the kamework in this study.
These results can be helpful in determining the costs and benefits each stakeholder in a CSR
project has. However, as mentioned at several points in this paper, additional research needs to
be conducted in order to provide more comprehensive information.
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Table 1 : Core aspects and fortifiers in percentage by industry group
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Table 2: Compliance with core aspects and fortifiers by all CSR projects of each company
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Appendix 3

I

I
1

Companies
CPI Ranking
Motorola
1 10.0
1
SABMiller
8.8
2
Microsoft
Svenska Cellulosa
British American
6.3
5
Tobacco
BP
5.6
6
Nestle SA
5.0
7
Sony Corporation
1 5.0
7
Pfizer
4.6
9
Nike
4.0
10
Philips
3.8
11
Procter and Gamble
3.8
11
Groupe
3.1
Danone
13
2.5
Nokia
14
Pepsico, Inc.
2.5
14
1.7
Royal Dutch Shell
16
Johnson & Johnson
1.3
17
Unilever
Group
1.3
17
Diageo
11.0
18
Hewlett-Packard
0.8
19
Lenovo
0.8
19
Toyota
0.8
19
The Coca-Cola Company 0.7
22
Exxon Mobil
0.4
23
LG Electronics
0.0
24
Colgate-Palmolive
0.0
24
General Mills
0.0
24
Henkel
24
0.0

1

I

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

I
1

1

1

1

Table 3: CPI ranking by company
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Appendix 4

I

I

CSR projects
SABMiller - project 3
Procter and Gamble - project 2
The Coca-Cola Company - project 3
SABMiller - project 1
Motorola - project 1
Microsoft - project 1
SABMiller - project 2
Diageo - project 3
Procter and Gamble - project 3
Svenska Cellulosa
Philips - project 1
Nestle SA - project 1
Nike - project 1

I Pfizer - project 1

BP - project 1
Groupe Danone - project 1
British American Tobacco - project 1
Diageo - project 2
BP - project 4

I CPI I Rankin
1 15.0 1 1
1 15.0 1 1
( 15.0 1 1
1 10.0 1 2
1 10.0 1 2
1 10.0 1 2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

10.0
10.0
10.0
7.5
7.5
7.5

1

1

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

CSR ro'ects
Pfizer - ro'ect 6
Ro a1 Dutch Shell - ro'ect 1
Pe sico, Inc.
Toyota - project 1
Exxon Mobil - project 1
SABMiller - project 4
Exxon Mobil - project 3
Exxon Mobil - project 6
BP - project 3
Royal Dutch Shell - project 2
Royal Dutch Shell - project 3
Groupe Danone - project 3
Toyota - project 2
Microsoft - project 2
Nike - project 2

1

1

5
5
5
5
5
5

J

I

CPI

Rankin

2.5

1
1

1

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

I

I

2.5
Nike -project 3
Nike - project 5
2.5
Hewlett-Packard - project 1
11.7
Lenovo - project 3
1.7
Hewlett-Packard - project 2
1 . 7
Procter and Gamble - project 1
0.0
0.0
Diageo - project 1
The Coca-Cola Company - project 1
0.0
Johnson & Johnson - project 1
0.0

1

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
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Nestle SA - project 2
Nestle SA -project 3

Microsoft - project 3
I Pfizer
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Pfizer - project 3
Pfizer - project 4
Pfizer - project 5
LG Electronics - project 2
The Coca-Cola Company - project 2
Lenovo - project 2
Colgate-Palmolive - project 2
Nokia - project 2
Johnson & Johnson - project 3
Johnson & Johnson - project 4
I
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5.0
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5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
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3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
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5
5
5
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Unilever Group - project 1
LG Electronics - project 1
Lenovo - project 1
Colgate-Palmolive - project 1
General Mills
Henkel
Dia eo - ro'ect 4

- -

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

I
I

I

Exxon Mobil - ro.ect 4
Exxon Mobil - ro'ect 5
British American Tobacco - project 2
BP - project 2
Groupe Danone - project 2

The Coca-Cola Company - project 5
The Coca-Cola Company - project 6
I

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

I
I

I

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1
1

0.0
0.0

9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9

I
I

9
9
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Appendix 5

I Industry groups

I

Telecommunications & electronics
Food, drinks & tobacco
Pharmaceuticals
Oil
Personal and household products

1

1

CPI
3.91
3.42
2.92
2.57
2.50

I
1

1

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5

1

Table 5: CPI ranking by industry group

Appendix 6

Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.145654
R Square
0.021215
Adjusted R
Square
0.007621
Standard
5.508796
Error
Observations
74
ANOVA
Significance
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1

SS
1 47.35888
72 2184.972

73

2232.331

Coefficients

Standard
Error

MS

F

47.35888
30.34684

1.560587

t Stat

P-value

F
0.215625

Lower 95%

Upper
95%

Lower
95.0%

Upper
95.0%

3.660238

0.971861 3.766217

0.000336

1.722869

5.597607

1.722869

5.597607

0.193639

0.155006

0.215625

-0.11536

0.502637

-0.11536

0.502637

1.249235
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Appendix 7
x=CPI (Company), y=Q8
Regression Statlstlcs
0 101371
Mult~pleR
R Square
0.010276
Adjusted R
-0.02931
Square
Standard
2.974586
Error
ObSeNationS
27
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
25
26

Intercept
X Variable 1

Coefficients
3.556798
-0.02827

SS
MS
2.29672
2.29672
221.2041 8.848164
223.5008

F
0.25957

Standard
Error
t Stat
P-value
0.744485 4.777528 6.63E-05
0.055484 -0.50948 0.614884

Significance
F
0.614884

Upper
Lower
Upper
95%
95.0%
95.0%
Lower 95%
2.023503 5.090094 2.023503 5.090094
-0.14254 0.086003 -0.14254 0.086003

Appendix 8
x=CPI (Company), y=Q7c
Regression Statistics
0.07856
Multiple R
R Square
0.006172
Adjusted R
-0.03358
Square
Standard
2.980748
Error
ObSeNationS
27

df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1

1
25
26

SS
MS
F
1.37938 1.37938 0.155251
222.1214 8.884858
223.5008

Standard
Coefficients
Error
t Stat
P-value
3.649279 1.025592 3.558216 0.001525
-0.0014 0.003544 -0.39402 0.696908

54

Significance
F
0.696908

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower 95%
95%
95.0%
95.0%
1.537032 5.761526 1.537032 5.761526
-0.0087 0.005903
-0.0087 0.005903
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Appendix 9
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances

6

top 6
R&D

Mean
Variance

3.61
2.96

7.27
2.30

Observations
Hypothesized Mean
Difference

6.00

6.00

bottom

t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t)two-tail

0.00
10.00
-3.91
0.00
1.81
0.00

t Critical two-tail

2.23

df
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